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Events Driving Global Instability and Risk
Global: Global outbreak of Coronavirus in Jan-Mar 2020

United States

§ The outbreak has quickly spread to over 190 countries, with the WHO labelling the coronavirus a pandemic
§ More than 1.3m cases of Covid-19 have been reported across the world, resulting in more than 74,000 deaths and counting
§ The pandemic and lockdowns imposed by governments have pushed the global economy into the sharpest downturn since the Great
Depression; annualised rate of decline in GDP in the first quarter of 2020 could approach -20%, triple that of the worst quarter of the Global
Financial Crisis in 2009

§ Current
epicentre
of
coronavirus, with over 350K
infected and 10K deaths
§ 80% of Americans under
lockdown of some sort
§ US congress announced a
US$2tn stimulus package,
the largest bailout in US
history
§ The Dow Jones suffered its
worst single-day point drop
in history

US-Iran: US strikes Iran-

backed forces in Iraq in Jan-Mar
2020
§ Assassination
of
Iranian
General Qasem Soleimani
raises tensions between the
US and Iran
§ Retaliatory rocket attack by a
pro-Iranian militia group which
killed 2 US soldiers, triggered
counter retaliatory air strikes
against the group by US
forces

Europe

China

Rest of Asia

§ Second epicentre with major
countries such as Germany, France,
Italy and Spain suffering over 466K
cases and 39K deaths, UK now
under stress
§ Most countries under lockdown to
control the outbreak which has
significantly impacted economic
activity
§ Eurozone PMI index dropped to
29.7 in March, the lowest reading
since it began 22 years ago

§ First site and global epicentre for
Covid-19 with over 81K confirmed
cases and 3K deaths within 3
months reported
§ Industrial output contracted at the
fastest pace on record in the first
two months of this year as the
coronavirus brought the country to
a standstill
§ Urban unemployment hit its
highest rate ever in February

§ Asian countries such as Japan,
Singapore, India, Bangladesh, Sri
Lanka, Thailand have imposed
lockdowns to varying degrees
§ Many
countries
who
had
responded quickly to initial
outbreak (Japan, Singapore) now
facing second wave
§ Investors have been aggressively
selling Asian equities, with drops
of up to 30% amid uncertainty of
the economic impact

Turkey-Syria: New military
offensive in Syria in Feb-Mar
2020
§ An aerial attack by Syria
kills 34 Turkish soldiers
§ Turkey launches its fourth
military operation in Syria in
as many years, shooting
down two Syrian warplanes
and killing more than 2,000
Syrian regime troops

UK: Brexit in Jan 2020
§ The UK officially left the EU
after 47 years and more
than three years after its
referendum
§ First big exit from the bloc
and strips the EU of one of
its largest economies and
most powerful military and
diplomatic players leaving
both UK and EU weaker
§ Scotland says it will bid to
break from UK, Northern
Ireland at risk over time too

India: Violent clashes and Russia-Saudi Arabia:

protests in Feb 2020
Oil price war in Mar 2020
§ Government reassurances § Crude price driven to its
not quelled protests following
lowest in four years,
the Citizenship Amendment
wreaking
chaos
on
Act (CAA),, violent clashes
global markets already
broke out between pro and
reeling
from
the
anti CAA groups in North
coronavirus pandemic
East Delhi
§ Triggered by Russia’s
§ Violence left more than 50
rejection
of
Saudi
dead and hundreds injured
proposal to cut oil
production to stem the
§ Events considered worst
slide in global oil prices
sectarian bloodshed in years
Source: Multiple Primary News Sources Including FT, NYT, WSJ, Vox
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Events Driving Global Development and Progress
Politics, Economics and Society

Environment: JetBlue plans to go Society: Two vaccine candidates for

Environment: EU sets aside US$1bn
for clean energy infrastructure in Mar
2020
§ The funding is for for key European
energy infrastructure projects with major
cross-border benefits

carbon-neutral in 2020 in Jan 2020
Covid-19 start human trials in Mar 2020
§ First major US airline to go carbon neutral § 2 independently developed vaccines have been
§ It will entail reducing emissions equivalent
approved for phase 1 trials by the US FDA
to removing c.1.5m passenger vehicles § Safety studies on healthy volunteers have
from the road
commenced

Environment.

Canada to launch
largest solar farm by
2021 in Jan 2020
§ This would be the
largest operating solar
energy projects in
Canada
§ The farm will power
100K average homes
after it starts in 2021

Politics: NAFTA 2.0

deal signed in Feb
2020
§ The new agreement
signed following two
years of tumultuous
negotiations
§ It has major changes
for automakers, new
labour and
environmental
standards, IP
protections, and digital
trade provisions

Environment:

Microsoft aims to be
carbon negative by
2030 in Jan 2020
§ The company
launched a new
US$1bn Climate
Innovation Fund for
the development of
carbon reductions
and renewables

Science & Technology
Healthcare: FDA Approves Pancreatic Cancer drug
treatment in Jan 2020
§ Approval given to an ovarian cancer drug as a new
maintenance treatment for advanced pancreatic
cancer after it was shown to double patient’s lifespan

Technology: Portable lab, plugged into the

phone to diagnose illness in Feb 2020
§ This device can diagnose disease with a single
drop of blood or saliva on a custom plastic lab chip
§ It is designed to automatically connect to a
doctor’s office for remote health monitoring

Healthcare: AI

Cleantech: New

yields new
antibiotic in Feb
2020
§ Using ML, a new
antibiotic compound
was identified
§ The drug has killed
many of the world’s
most problematic
disease causing
bacteria

molecule can harvest
energy from visible
light in Jan 2020
§ Molecule can harness
over 50% more solar
energy than current
solar cells
§ It also acts as a
catalyst to transform
that solar energy into
hydrogen

China plans to phase
out single use
plastics in Jan 2020
§ Single use plastics
will be banned in all of
China’s major cities
by the end of 2020
§ The country also
banned the import of
all plastic waste

Cleantech: New

device can power
100 LEDs with one
raindrop in Feb 2020
§ The droplet-based
electricity generator
supports new
renewable energy
possibilities, such as
creating electricity
from falling rain

Healthcare: New

cancer detection test
before any symptoms
show in Mar 2020
§ A new blood test has
successfully detected
more than 50 types of
cancer, often before
symptoms show
§ First test to identify so
many types of cancer
– including lung,
bowel, ovarian and
pancreatic

Environment:

Technology: Device converts food
waste into fertilizers in Feb 2020
§ The “food recycler” converts the food
scraps to fertilizers in 24 hours
§ It uses a plant-based additive to help
break food down, along with oxygen,
moisture, heat, and agitation

Society: Gates Foundation, Wellcome

and Mastercard commit US$125m for
coronavirus treatments in Jan 2020
§ The funding will help advance treatments for
the new coronavirus in a collaborative effort
engaging
regulators,
non-governmental
organizations and the biopharma industry

Cleantech: World’s most efficient

lithium-sulphur battery developed in
Jan 2020
§ This battery has the potential to power
a phone for five continuous days or
enable an electric vehicle to drive more
than 600 miles without a refuel

Environment: Jeff Bezos commits

US$10bn to climate change in Feb 2020
§ The new initiative will be called the Bezos
Earth Fund
§ It will fund scientists, activists and
nongovernmental organizations working to
address the climate crisis

Politics: US- Taliban

sign peace agreement
in Feb 2020
§ The agreement marks a
major step towards
ending the war in
Afghanistan
§ Under this agreement,
US will withdraw all
troops from Afghanistan
by late April 2021

Environment: Multiple new clean

energy projects in Africa in Jan 2020
§ Several new large-scale renewable
energy projects are in the works
across the continent
§ Projects to reduce 500m Africans
who still lack access to electricity
Source: Multiple Primary News Sources Including

